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Abstract: Cryptographic application plays an important role in wireless communication,
especially, a FPGA built-in RFID tag on UHF band (860-960 MHz). The information safety can
be obtained by applying suitable and advanced cryptographic algorithm. This paper simulates the
installation and implementation of cryptographic algorithm on a FPGA using Isim software from
Xilinx. The result shows that the implementation of 128-bit Advanced Encryption Standard-AES
improved considerably the operating speed by 565000 ps for both encryption and decryption
process. Similarly, the 233-bit multitive algorithm kP on elliptic curve also enhanced then
operating speed at 467661900000 ps. Using above mentioned algorithm, the system maintains the
security level meanwhile it does not require very high hardware configuration.
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1. Introduction
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is a technology which uses electromagnetic to identify
target. This technology allows object identification through radio transceiver, from which each target
could be traced individually. RFID utilizes a tag and a reader to automatically recognize the object
based on distant data storage.
The working mechanism of RFID system is based on the electromagnetic communication, such as
electromagnetic transformation between the transponder and the reader. The antenna of the reader
creates an electromagnetic field which helps to connect with the antenna of the tag. The current will
charge up the capacitor which supply the power for the reader to operate within the circle of antenna’s
length and that power will decrease with the distance [1].
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Security integration in a transmitting system has attracted great attention of scientists and
manufacturers due to its potential application in different fields, especially in national security and
defense. In an integrated system, RFID is used for identifying the terminal device where the rest
(antenna and FPGA) play as information transmission.
The development of cryptographic algorithms on RFID tags are also of scientist worldwide
concern. Since the first report of Neal Koblitz and Victor Miller about encryption and decryption
algorithm based on elliptic curves, many reports have been published which focus on signing,
authentication and implementation of these algorithms on different hadwares [2, 3].
Several groups within Vietnam have also been paying attention to develop such RFID based
technology and obtained considerable results [4, 5]. However, none of them reported the
implementation of the above-mentioned algorithms in a FPGA chip.
In this work, the implementation of encryption algorithm (AES 128 bit and point multiplication
233 bit) for Spartan6 XC6SLX150T chip will be presented. Algorithm integration to chip has
improved the speed of the algorithm on the chip. It’s also supposed that the algorithm may enhance the
processing speed of the system by embedding it in both software and firmware of the system.
2. Security module on fpga chip
For security-integrated RFID system, security problems as verification protocol, encryption and
decryption and random key can be performed by means of several algorithms like symmetric
cryptosystem (AES) or Asymmetric cryptosystem (RSA, ECC) on FPGA. The selected FPGA,
implemented in this work, is Spartan6 XC6SLX150T FPGA with package 3FGG900 [6].
2.1. Symmetric Cryptosystem module AES
The new Data Encryption Standard (DES) structure named after Dr. Rijndael replaced the old one
(first reported in 1974) by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2000. This is a
symmetric-key algorithm with three different key lengths to be chosen (128, 192 and 256-bit). This
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) was built based on “addition” and “multiplication” on byte in a
finite field [2, 7- 9]. In 128-bit FPGA chip, AES architecture composes four parts [2, 8], figure 1, and
includes following operations:

Figure 1. AES module architecture.

Sub-bytes () is a nonlinear operation, and it operates individually on each state byte using a
transformation table (S-box). S-box is inversible and is created from two transformations: Firstly, byte
Sij became its inverse with operation (.) in GF (28) field. Element unit {00} is retained. Secondly, the
resulting byte is transformed by affine transformation GF (2) following this equation:

bi'  bi  b(i 4)mod8  b(i 5)mod8  b(i 6)mod8  b( i 7)mod8  ci
where 0≤ i < 8, bi is the bit number j of byte b and ci is the bit number i of byte c with value {63}.
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Shiftrows () implements operation on each rows of the state array. The first-row r = 0 is retained
while the remaining row is shifted left with different offsets.
MixColumns () implements operation on each column, which means that each column is
considered as a polynomial of four operators. Columns are considered as a polynomial in GF (28) field
and multiplied by modulo (x4+1) with a fixed polynomial a(x).
AddRoundKey (State, RoundKey) is also called as key adder, where a round key is added to the
state by a simple XOR operation.
Symmetric cryptosystem AES includes three basic components: a controller, RAM and datapath.
The controller interfaces with other modules on the tag to exchange information and implementation
sequence of 10 round AES. It addresses RAM and creates signal to control datapath. RAM of FPGA
chip can store up to 128 state bits and round keys. Therefore 256 bits are arranged as 32 bytes to
conform to the 8-bit architecture. 32 byte is the smallest storage configuration available for AES.
These states are adjusted and round keys are over-written. Because there is no backup storage for
intermediate values store, the controller must ensure that no state byte or key byte is overwritten if
they are necessary for encryption. Datapath of AES contains logic combination to calculate the
operation SubByte, MixColumn and AddRoundKey. ShiftRow operation is set in the controller of
FPGA chip. During SubByte implementation, the controller addresses RAM so that ShiftRow operator
is implemented. The largest part of datapath is the S-box used for SubByte operator. There are many
options for S-box implementation. S-box combination is implemented by ignoring decryption circuit
to adapt with AES encryption. S-box property is pipeline architecture due to register insertion. S-box
is used as a pipeline when using 7 XOR gate, …
2.2. Asymmetric cryptosystem module
Elliptic Curve: It is a cubic equation of the form y2 + axy + by = x3 + cx2 +dx +e, where a, b, c, d,
e are real numbers [2, 3, 8, 10, 11]. On E curve, we defined a special addition with O as the infinity
point. If a line cuts the E curve at 3 points, then the sum of them equals to infinity point O (O is the
element unit in addition).
The addition of two points: A line through two points P, Q cut E at one point R. At point R
construction line, perpendicular horizontal axis and cut E at the point R’. Point R’= P + Q.
Multiply point 2P: From the point P, to gradient line of E and cut E in R. At point R construction
line, perpendicular horizontal axis and cut E at the point R’. Point R’= 2P.

Figure 2. 6-layer structure of ECC cryptographic.
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Elliptic curve on Galois field: A group E on Galois field Ep(a,b) can be received by computing
x3+ax+b mod p with 0≤ x < p. The constants a, b are non-negative integers and smaller than the prime
number p, which satisfies 4a3+27b2 mod p ≠ 0. With each x value, we need to determine whether it is a
reduced square. If x is a reduced square then it belongs to the elliptic group, otherwise this point
doesn’t belong to Ep(a,b). Addition and multiplication of points can be applied by the algorithm
presented in [2, 3, 8, 10].
Elliptic curve cryptography: In this security system the plaintext M is encrypted into a point PM in
a finite elements set of group Ep(a,b). Firstly we need to choose a generated point G  Ep(a,b) such as
the smallest of n satisfy that nG = 0 is a very big primer. Those cryptosystems and protocol often use
point multiplication kP algorithm. If point multiplication kP is implemented on hardware, memory and
encryption/decryption speed could be optimized.
Security valuation: To break ECC, the computing complication when using S-Pollard method is
3.8x1010 MIPS-year with key size is 150 bits (this is the number of years required for a computing
system with the speed of millions of commands per second). Compare with RSA cryptosystem, a
prime factorization which analyze n into product of prime number p and q, with n of length 768 bit the
computing compliation is 2x108 MIPS/year, with n of length 1024 bit, the computing complication is
3x1011 year. If RSA key size increases to 2048 bits then it requires 3x10 20 MIPS-year, while for ECC
the key size of only 234 bits requires 1.6x1028 MIPS-year.
Figure 2 illustrates a 6-layer structure of cryptography based on the elliptic curve. Layer 1 to layer
3 are the mathematical basics for the operation of cryptography. Normally those calculations are
designed to embed in chip or stand-alone integrated circuit. Layer 4 and 5 are more flexible, they
could be designed to be implemented by hardware or firmware. Integrated hardware is not required for
these two layers. Layers 6 is the user applications. Here kP algorithms will be designed based on
addition and point multiplication [10, 11]. In this work, ISIM simulation tools of Xilinx was used to
design and simulate the cryptographic algorithms.
3. Results and discussion
Symmetric Crypto module for FPGA chip
Table 1 shows the resource of the FPGA chip occupied by AES 128-bit encryption algorithm.
Figure 3 and 4 illustrate that the simulated algorithm on Spartan6 XC6SLX150T for both encryption
and decryption took only 565000 pico second. In comparison with current literature, the algorithm
helped to improve strongly the efficiency and speed of the system [8, 12, 13].
The designed AES algorithm in integrated on-chip FPGA, on one hand, improved significantly the
speed of encryption and decryption execution of wireless communications and, on the other hand, it
strongly maintains the secucirty of the system against the possible attack.
Asymmetric Crypto module for FPGA chip
It’s shown that the simulation of the 233-bit kP point multiplication algorithm on Spartan6
XC6SLX150T improved strongly the executioin speed, 467661900000 pico second, as compared to
that reported in previous works [8, 10, 13-15]. And, more interestingly, the recourse allocation
occupied by the 233-bit kP point multiplication algorithm is very small in comparison with other ones.
This means that using this algorithm it does not require a powerful hardware in design and
development of the entire system.
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Table 1. Allocated resrouces for AES and kP on Spartan6 XC6SLX150T

Logic Utilities
Number of Slice Registers
Number of Slice LUTs
Number of fully used LUTFF pairs
Number of bonded IOBs
Number of Block
RAM/FIFO
Number of
BUFG/BUFGCTRLs

Occupied
Percentage
AES kP -233
128 bit
bit
1%
2%
4%
3%

2808
4138

3781
3647

Available
Resource on
Spartan6
XC6SLX150T
184304
92152

2170

2643

4776

45%

55%

258

474

540

47%

87%

8

-

268

2%

4

1

16

25%

Occupied
Resource with
AES-128 bit

Occupied
Resource with
kP-233 bit

Figure 3. RTL Schematic of AES module.

Figure 5. RTL schematic of kP point multiplication on
FPGA chip.

6%

Figure 4. AES simulation result by Isim.

Figure 6. 233-bit kP algorithm simulation result.

The speed-up and resource saving algorithm is the basis for cryptography design, protocol and
media applications in wireless network security communication.
4. Conclusion
In this work, both AES and 233-bit kP point multiplication algorithms were simuated using ISIM
simulation tools of Xilinx to evaluate its capabability in improving the execution processing speed and
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the resource saving in Spartan6 XC6SLX150T. The results showed that both algorithm improved
strongly the execution speed of the chip. The resource saving capability obtained by 233-bit kP point
multiplication algorithms does not require a latest technology chip for design and development of the
entire sysem. These algorithms also contribute to enhance the integrated-system security that will be
application in wireless communication.
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